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A new round of matches would begin on Monday with a toss of golf balls on the tenth tee box.  The pairings 

for this first match would be the same as the first pairing of the season, with Phil and Ray to compete against Pete 
and Matt.   Phil and Pete pulled their first tee shots into the trees on the left while Matt and Ray found the fairway on 
opposite sides.  Pete had an opening but sprayed to the right trap where he met Ray who also failed to make the 
green.  Phil hit a lovely shot that went under the trees and rolled just off the back of the green, followed by Matt who 
hit a nice wedge that got a bit of an unlucky leftward bounce once it hit the green.  Phil chipped nicely to three feet 
and would make par, halving the hole after Matt left his birdie putt well short and had to make a difficult four footer for 
his par.  Phil and Matt were in the trap on the left side of eleven, Ray high on the hill and Pete out of bounds.  Matt 
hit a nice bunker shot to five feet above the hole and made his downhill putt for his par to win the hole.  Pete and 
Matt were in the rough on the right side of twelve, Ray on the left side and Phil shorter on the right.  Phil hit a good 
shot but it rolled into the bunker, followed by Matt who was wide right.  Pete and Ray both hit the green with their 
approach shots, although both were left of the hole.  Matt saved once again from the sand and both Ray and Pete 
two-putted from quite a distance to make their pars and halve the hole.  Ray was short from the thirteenth tee but 
followed with a solid second shot to approachable distance while Phil hit two good shots to leave himself in front as 
well.  Matt and Pete were wide to the right in the rough right again with their second shots.  Pete hit a great chip from 
the side of the green, almost holing for a par that would have won the hole.  Phil saved his team by making his net 
four for a tie.  Ray did not do well off the fourteenth tee and was out of the hole, but the other three were in good 
position.  Phil was on the side hill of the green in three and getting a stroke while Pete and Matt were a bit blocked 
for their approaches but managed to find the right side of the green.  Unfortunately Phil did not hit a good chip and 
could not save his net five, and the hole was won by Pete and Matt who each had par.  Three balls on the green on 
fifteen and Phil just short in the rough, but he followed with a good chip.  Pete left his birdie putt too short and could 
not save his three.  Ray stroked his birdie attempt well and made par, but that was matched by Matt, even after he 
charged his own birdie putt five feet past the cup and had a testy comeback attempt.  Matt was on the edge of the 
grass bunker on sixteen, Pete out of bounds, Phil a bit shorter and Ray on the left side and quite long.  Matt went 
through the green to the back fringe, Phil closer at about fifteen feet and Ray off the green.  Ray could not save par, 
Matt hit a very nice putt on the side of the hill and tapped in for par, enough to win the hole and close out the match.   
 An automatic press started on the seventeenth tee.  Phil recovered after an errant tee shot with a return to 
the fairway, putting him in position to get toward the green.  Pete and Matt both approached short and to the right 
while Ray was a bit straighter.  Ray hit his chip shot high and with spin, stopping shorter than he would have liked, 
while Pete and Matt hit good shots that rolled past the cup.  Ray hit a good putt and made bogey, followed by Pete 
who was on line but just short and Matt who rolled just past the cup.  All four players had bogey and the hole was 
halved.  Matt and Pete were out to the right on eighteen, Ray down the left side of the rough line and Phil the 
straightest from the tee.  Phil hit a good approach shot to pin high right, Pete a bit better and inside of Phil while Ray 
could not find the green and Matt found the bunker.  Phil and Pete both went past the hole by a couple of feet and 
conceded each other the par for a tie on the hole as well as the press.    



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


